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INTRODUCTION 

 

Stationary landing modules, such as “Mars-2”, or 

“Beagle-2” are simpler and cheaper, than the mobile 

scientific stations - planet research vehicles. The portion 

of mass of the scientific equipment in total scientific 

station mass is also higher, compared to the planet 

research vehicles. The landing of the stationary landing 

modules can be executed in easier and cheaper way - 

with use of only shock-absorbing pneumatic bags. 

 

At the same time the stationary landing modules possess 

in comparison with planet research vehicles an obvious 

shortcoming. They can explore the surface only in close 

proximity to the landing site as they are not capable "to 

reach out" to the objects which are of scientific interest 

even if those are at distance of several meters. This 

shortcoming considerably limits the volume of the 

obtained scientific information. Therefore the possibility 

of giving to the landing module some mobility is of 

undoubted importance. 

 

There are several ways of giving the mobility to the 

landing modules. This can be done by the means of just 

their own subsystems, which does not lead to the 

essential increase in mass of a module. The idea is to 

use the available auxiliary mechanisms of the landing 

module for giving the mobility to it. Though the 

traversability of such a mobile module will be worse, 

than of a true planet research vehicle, it will allow to 

increase significantly its capability to collect 

information about the surface of the landing area. In the 

present report some concepts of the landing modules 

realizing such an approach are considered and their 

layout schematics are given. 

 

Among the mechanisms of a landing module that can be 

used in capacity of a propulsor, there are, in particular, 

the after-landing deployment mechanisms, manipulators 

and shock-absorbing bags. 

 

THE OPTIONS TO USE THE DEPLOYMENT 

MECHANISM AS A PROPULSOR 

 

The after-landing deployment mechanism provides the 

positioning of a module from arbitrary position to 

operational position. The do this a drive rotates the 

supporting elements against the soil, which results in 

setting the module in proper position. The supporting 

elements of the deployment mechanisms can be of 

various shapes: triangular, as of “Mars-2”, rounded - 

dish-like, as of “Beagle-2”, or in a form of thin long 

"whiskers" as of PROP-F probe (Fig. 1). 

The last two types of the deployment mechanisms can 

be used as the propulsors for giving the mobility to the 

landing modules. 
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 In the Fig. 2 a general view of a deployed module, 

similar to "Beagle-2", but capable to move is given.  

In closed (transport) configuration the top and bottom 

supporting elements form a rigid capsule - the module 

shell. Besides the deployment mechanism drive the 

landing module is equipped with two drives of the 

supporting element rotation. 

The module can move in two modes. The first mode of 

the movement is carried out due to rotation of the 

supporting elements that are set at an angle to the 

surface, playing a role of the wheels. At the rotation of 

the supporting elements with different speeds or in 

opposite direction the steering of the module is made. 

This mode of the movement is suitable for the 

movement on a plain surface (Fig. 3). 

On an uneven surface it is possible to move in a walking 

mode which is given in Fig. 4.  

With the help of the deployment mechanism drives the 

following sequence is carried out repeatedly:  first, the 

top supporting element is opened and placed onto the 

surface; next, the internal block with payload is moved 

onto the element, then, the bottom supporting element is 

moved to top of the block. After that by the means of 

the rotation drive of the (now) bottom supporting 

element the whole module turns 180º.  

The considered concept of the landing module gives 

additional possibilities such as:   

Figure 1: 

Top left - “Mars-2” lander;        

 Top right –"Beagle-2" lander; 

 

Bottom - PROP-F probe 



 

Figure 2. A mobile landing module with dish-shape supports 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Straight motion and turning in place of the device in wheel mode 

 

Figure 4. Straight motion of the device in walking mode 



 guidance of the antennas; 

 guidance of the solar cell panels normal to the 

sun rays; 

 reduction of the thermal losses at night due to 

folding the module to stowed configuration 

(the shutters are closed); 

 increase of the surface area reachable by the 

manipulator at fixed position of the module 

(due to of panning rotation of the module); 

 shooting panoramic video/images due to 

panning rotation of the module. 

 A variant of a mobile landing module which moves by 

the means of supporting elements in a shape of 

"whiskers" is shown in Fig. 5. The coupled linear 

support parts are rotated alternately by two drives. As a 

result, the landing module moves (turns over).  

Steering movement of the mobile landing module is 

carried out by the means of a rotary support sole 

installed at the bottom of the module. 

 

.

USE OF THE MANIPULATOR AS A PROPULSOR 

For a case when landing module is equipped with a 

manipulator, the last can be used both for deploying the 

module into operational position, and for its movement.  

In Fig. 6 a mobile landing module, which utilizes this 

idea is presented. The manipulator in this case allows to 

execute preliminary orientation after landing, and also 

to enable the module with certain mobility. 

The movement is carried out due to cyclically repeated 

strokes of the manipulator. First, the wrist of the 

manipulator is pushed against the soil at a distance from 

the module body – as a result, the body inclines. 

Next, the central drive of the manipulator is switched on 

and round body of the module rolls along the arc which 

center is at the manipulator support sole on the soil.  

Then, the manipulator is raised and rotated by the 

central drive in the direction of the movement and after 

lowering the wrist, a new center point of module body 

rotation is created. (Fig. 7). 

 

 

Figure 5. A model of a mobile landing module with linear supporting elements 



 

  

 

 

 

USE OF LANDING SHOCK-ABSORBING BAGS AS 

A PROPULSOR 

For the first time the pneumatic bags were successfully 

used in 1966 for landing of the Soviet automatic station 

"Moon-9” on the Moon. The automatic lunar station 

was placed between two elastic bags. Before the landing 

the bags were inflated and the station was securely 

clamed by the bags that formed large elastic ball. At 

approaching the surface the ball with the station was 

released from the descend module and after several 

jumps it stopped (Fig. 8). 

 

 

 

Figure 7. LEFT – the phase of rolling of the module body along the arc, which center 

is at the support sole of the manipulator; RIGHT – the phase of manipulator transfer  
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Figure 8. Schematics of “Moon-9” landing 

 

On the signal from a program-time device, the 

connecting strings between the bags were torn, and they 

jumped sideways, like two balls, from the station and 

the station softly slided down to the surface from 

insignificant height.    

Using such a scheme of the landing, it is possible to 

enable the landing module with mobility: instead of 

rejecting the bags after landing, to employ them as the 

wheel propulsor by adding electromechanical wheel 

drives and a foldable bearing part. The bearing part can 

be implemented in a form of a tube formed at extension 

of an elastic tape. 

In Fig. 9 a general view of such a device after 

deployment is shown. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. A landing module with wheel propulsor 

 

CONCLUSION 

The considered options of the mobile landing modules 

allow to increase efficiency of the planet missions due 

to increase of the amount of obtained scientific 

information.  

Within a single mission it is possible, instead of one 

planet research vehicle, to land from the orbiter several 

lightweight mobile landing modules for probing several 

different regions of the surface which are of scientific 

interest. A planet research vehicle even after covering 

several dozen kilometers, most likely, will still remain 

within a region with monotonous surface of identical 

geology and morphology. Therefore, by the means of a 

network of small mobile landing modules more 

scientific information about large areas can be obtained. 

Besides this, the overall reliability of the on-surface 

activities of the mission will definitely increase. 


